PRO-GARD PRODUCTS, LLC
2007-2008 CHEVY TAHOE/SUBURBAN
PARTITION (4K57T07)
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Carefully review the parts contents list below and familiarize
yourself with these parts. If there are any missing components, call (317)
579-6680 and ask for “Customer Service”, or circle the missing part on
this sheet and FAX it to:
“PRO-GARD CUSTOMER SERVICE”
@ (317) 579-6681
I.

Read all instructions before beginning installation!

II.

PARTS LIST:
(2) 3K5701
(2) 3K5702
(1) 3K5703D
(1) 3K5703P
(34) 3X16Z
(28) 3X36
(6) 3X61
(1) 3P8106

Bracket, Front B-Pillar
Bracket, Rear B-Pillar
Mount, Lower Partition- Driver
Mount, Lower Partition- Passenger
1/4-20 Whiz Washer HD Hex Nut
1/4-20 X 5/8,GR5, Carriage Bolts
¼-20 X ¾, GR5, Carriage Bolts
Seat Protector, Full Width

3K5703D

3K5701

3K5702
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III.

Installing the partition
A. Remove the outer plastic seat bolt covers. This will allow access to the
outer seat bolts.
B. Remove the outer seat bolts, front and rear.
C. Once the OEM seat bolts have been removed, insert the lower mounting
brackets under the rear of the seat. Complete this process on the opposite
side of the vehicle. See fig. 1 & 2
D. Loosely secure the brackets before
proceeding with any other installations.
These brackets will support the weight
of the partition

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Mounting
Tab

E. With both lower mounting
brackets installed and secure, install the partition using the lower and upper
brackets. Rest the partition on the tabs of each lower mounting bracket. See
fig 2
F. Align the bolts holes of the partition with the slots of the mounting
brackets, and secure using the (3X36) Carriage bolts and the (3X16Z) Whiz
nuts.
G. Mount the top of the partition using the
(3K5701) front B-pillar brackets and
the (3K5702) rear B-pillar brackets
and secure using the (3X36) bolts and
the (3X16Z) nuts.
H. Be sure to install the front B-pillar
bracket behind the OEM seat belts.
This will allow the seat belts to run
freely. See fig. 3

Fig. 3
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IV.

Installing the Seat Protector and Wings
A. Mount the full width seat protector (3P8106) using the existing holes along
the bottom of the partition. Secure with the (3X36) carriage bolts and the
whiz nuts. See fig. 4
B. Align the upper driver and passenger wings (3W57A) and lower driver and
passenger wings (3W57B) with the existing holes of the partition. Be sure
to place the top wings on the inside of the OEM support handle. Mount
using the carriage bolts and the whiz nuts. Use the (3X61) carriage bolts
when mounting the lower wings.

3W57A-P

3P8106

3W57B-P

Fig. 4

IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS PLEASE CONTACT:
PRO-GARD PRODUCTS, LLC
Phone: 317-579-6680
Fax: 317-579-6681
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